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Rayleigh-Bénard convection with thermal boundary inhomogeneities
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Rayleigh-Bénard convection with nonhomogeneous thermal boundaries (sinusoidal temperature patterns set
in-phase at the top and bottom plates) is numerically studied in three- and two-dimensional domains. Two
spatial convective scales occur: the one due to the self-organized clustering of plumes—which is known to
appear in homogeneous conditions—and the scale induced by the boundary heterogeneities. The latter drives
the convection patterning, both in 3D and 2D, when the wavelength of the perturbation is comparable with the
self-organized one.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.105.025108
I. INTRODUCTION

Rayleigh-Bénard (RB) convection [1,2] is one of the simplest, most studied, and paradigmatic examples of thermal
convection [3–11]. RB experiments and numerical simulations have traditionally focused on a configuration with
thermally homogeneous top and bottom plates. However,
boundary inhomogeneities play a crucial role in a number
of real cases, e.g., in mantle convection, involving the continental and the oceanic lithosphere [12,13], in sea convection
under floating ice [14,15], and in air convection over cities
surrounded by rural lands [16]. Some works have investigated heterogeneous temperature boundary conditions (b.c.)
on one wall only. Ripesi et al. [17] studied alternating thermal insulating and conducting patches on the upper plate in
two-dimensions (2D), with a later extension in 3D by Bakhuis
et al. [18]. Ostilla-Mónico and Amritkar [19] found a relationship between heat transport intensity and the wavelength of
adiabatic-conducting stripe pairs. A recent numerical experiment, with inhomogeneities on the lower boundary, simulated
a three dimensional cavity [20], demonstrating that nonuniform heating strongly affects the dynamics and structure of
large-scale circulation. The effects of nonuniform b.c. on both
plates were investigated by Kelly and Pal [21] and Yoo and
Moon [22], but for relatively low Rayleigh numbers. All
the previous works show that inhomogeneities in thermal
boundaries can induce structural changes in RB convection.
However, a systematic analysis of nonuniform temperature
conditions on both top and bottom boundaries, in the fully turbulent regime, is missing. Are the boundary inhomogeneities
able to impose their own scales on the convection? How do
these interact with the self-organized large-scale structures
emerging from turbulent convection [23–28]? To shed light
on this topic, we study top and bottom sinusoidal temperature
perturbations in 3D and 2D numerical simulations, exploring
a broad range of wavelengths.
II. MODEL AND METHODS

We consider the classical Rayleigh-Bénard configuration,
with an incompressible fluid confined between two horizontal,
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rigid plates, kept at fixed temperatures, with the bottom surface warmer than the top one. Considering the position vector
x = (x, y, z), with z the vertical coordinate, the fields are:
velocity u(x, t ) = (u, v, w), temperature T (x, t ), and pressure p(x, t ). The variables are nondimensionalized through
the temperature difference between the plates T̃ , the layer
thickness d̃ and the time τ̃conv (the tilde indicates dimensional
quantities). The latter
represents the convective timescale,

given by τ̃conv = d̃/(gαT̃ ), where g is the gravity acceleration and α the thermal expansion coefficient. Under the
Boussinesq approximation [1,9] the equations read
 σ 1/2
∂u
+ u · ∇u = −∇ p + T ẑ +
∇ 2 u,
(1)
∂t
R
∇ · u = 0,

(2)

1
∂T
+ u · ∇T =
∇ 2 T,
∂t
(σ R)2

(3)

where ẑ is the vertical versor, σ = ν/κ is the Prandtl number (kinematic viscosity to thermal diffusivity ratio), and the
Rayleigh number R = gαT̃ d̃ 3 /(νκ ). In all simulations, we
set σ = 0.71 (air) and R = 107 .
Periodic b.c. are set in the horizontal directions and z
ranges between 0 and 1. The aspect ratio L (the ratio of the
planar size of the domain and its thickness d̃) is set to 4π
and 8π in 3D and to 32π in 2D. We perform simulations
for both no-slip (u|z=0,1 = 0) and free-slip (∂u/∂z|z=0,1 =
∂v/∂z|z=0,1 = w|z=0,1 = 0) velocity conditions at the top and
bottom boundaries.
Thermal b.c. imposed at both plates are Tb = A sin(k ·
x) + T (hereinafter subscript b indicates variables at boundaries), with amplitude A = 0.25 and mean T = 0.5 and T =
−0.5 at the lower and upper boundaries respectively. k =
(kx , ky ) is the wave number vector of the temperature perturbation, where kx = ky ≡ kb . Top and bottom sinusoidal
patterns are in phase, so that T = 1 everywhere (in this way,
also the local effective R is not altered). To explore different
heterogeneity scales, the wavelength λb = 2π /kb is changed
as reported in Table I (the homogeneous case kb = 0 is also
investigated).
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TABLE I. Wave numbers kb and wavelengths λb of the sinusoidal
temperature boundary conditions, for the 2D (L = 32π ) and 3D (L =
4π and L = 8π ) domains.
L = 32π (2D)
kb
0.00625
0.125
0.25
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
5
6

L = 4π (3D)

L = 8π (3D)

λb

kb

λb

kb

λb

32π
16π
8π
4π
2π
4π /3
π
4π /5
2π /3
4π /7
2π /4
2π /5
2π /6

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

4π
2π
4π /3
π
4π /5
2π /3
4π /7
2π /4

0.25

8π

The numerical code employed for integrating Eqs. (1)–(3)
is spectral with 4/5 dealiasing in the planar directions and
with second-order finite differencing in the vertical, with a
nonuniform grid and a third-order fractional step method in
time [24,29,30], available on GitHub [31]. We use 193 grid
points along z, while the horizontal resolution is 4π /512 in
all experiments.

III. RESULTS

In a homogeneous three-dimensional RB configuration,
plumes are known to organize themselves into clusters [24].
After an initial transient, the aggregation among horizontal
large-scale structures reaches a statistically stationary state
and the clustering is evident, as shown in Figs. 1(a1−3 ) for
the no-slip cases (see also Figs. S1(a1−3 ) of the Supplemental
Material [32], for free-slip conditions). Figure 1(a1 ), showing
the temperature at midplane, clearly reveals the clustering of
thermals of the same sign [25]. The snapshots of the vertical
velocities w and the vertical heat fluxes in Figs. 1(a2−3 )—
calculated as the product between w and the temperature
anomalies T  —show that intense w are associated with high
positive values of wT  where warm (cold) structures are ascending (descending).
The clustering phenomenon is further highlighted by the
horizontal power spectrum E (k) of the kinetic energy (u2 +
v 2 + w 2 )/2 [see the asterisks in Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]. The spectrum associated with the homogeneous case kb = 0 peaks at
the horizontal wave number kso  1 (see the red asterisk),
corresponding to wavelength λso  2π : this is the typical size
of the large-scale patterns [25] emerging in Fig. 1(a1 ). Hereinafter, we refer to Eso for the energy spectrum peak value at
the self-organized scale kso . In the following, we show that the
clustering-induced structures occur not only when the thermal
b.c. are uniform, but also with inhomogeneities. In particular,
we explore (i) if nonhomogeneous thermal boundary conditions are able to force novel convective structures and (ii) their

interaction with the self-organized clusters already observed
in the homogeneous case.
We begin with the two 3D cases where the wavelengths of
the boundary inhomogeneities are comparable to the domain
size: λb = 8π (kb = 0.25) in L = 8π and λb = 4π (kb = 0.5)
in L = 4π . The temperature fields reported in Figs. 1(b1 -c1 ),
would seem to show that in both cases the imposed boundary anomalies affect the convection pattern, by localizing the
structures in preferred spots of the domain, in phase with the
boundary inhomogeneities. However, temperature snapshots
alone could be misleading, since the presence of hotter or
colder zones does not necessarily indicate vertical motion
of the fluid. Instead, looking at the vertical velocity panels, when kb = 0.5 the boundary perturbations do effectively
have an impact on w [Fig. 1(c2 )]: the convective vertical
motions exhibit the same (in phase) large-scale pattern of
boundary heterogeneities. On the contrary, forcing at a significantly larger scale with λb = 8π (kb = 0.25) does not have
a significant impact on the scale of horizontal structures,
which exhibit a clustering scale close to λso = 2π . In fact,
in this case, w [Fig. 1(b2 )] is clearly distributed over the
8π domain similarly to the uniform case: notice how panel
b2 resembles the tessellation of four panels like a2 , where
kb = 0. This is confirmed also by the power spectrum W (k)
of the vertical velocity component, which exhibits a lower
peak at k = 0.25 than at the self-organized scale k = 1 (see
Figs. S1(e) and S1(f) in the Supplemental Material [32]). This
result is also supported by the heat fluxes [Figs. 1(b3 -c3 )]
and by the mean Pearson cross-correlation coefficient between the temperature and the vertical velocity, which is
r(T, w)  0.04 for kb = 0.25, while it is  0.35 for kb =
0.5. It emerges that when kb  kso , the boundary forcing
is unable to impose its own scale and the system is organized according to the self-organized scale kso  1 as in the
homogeneous case.
The scenario does not change when considering a forcing
wave number kb greater than the self-organized wave number kso . Also in this case, the scale of the b.c. is no longer
perceived and the convection is not significantly affected
by the boundary inhomogeneities. The structures aggregate
randomly over the domain and exhibit only the typical
self-organized scale λso  2π . Figures 1(d1−3 ) illustrates an
example corresponding to the case kb = 3, but the same behavior is found for any kb  2.
All the previous snapshots provide a qualitative overview
of the problem. To quantitatively identify when the boundary
conditions are able to influence the convective process, the
horizontal power spectrum E0 (k) of the homogeneous case
is compared with the spectra Eb (k) for the cases kb = 0.25,
kb = 0.5, and kb = 3 in Figs. 2(a)–2(c); all the other cases
are reported in Figs. S2 and S3 of the Supplemental Material
[32]. In particular, we focus on (i) the maximum spectral
density Eso ≡ E0 (kso ) occurring in the homogeneous case at
the scale of clustering kso = 1, and (ii) the spectral density
Eex ≡ Eb (kb ), associated with the externally imposed scale kb
(the subscript “ex” recalls that this scale is exogenous). In
Figs. 2(a)–2(c), the former is marked with a red asterisk and
the latter with a black circle. An additional red circle indicates
the value Eb,so ≡ Eb (kso ) of the spectrum corresponding to the
nonuniform cases at the self-organized wave number.
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FIG. 1. 3D simulations: snapshots at z = 1/2 and τconv = 180 of the temperature perturbations T (first row, subscript 1), vertical velocity
field w (subscript 2), and vertical flux wT  (subscript 3), under no-slip conditions. Panels b1−3 refer to the domain L = 8π , while panels a1−3 ,
c1−3 , and d1−3 correspond to L = 4π . Panels b4 , c4 , and d4 provide a visualization (with isotherms) of the boundary conditions Tb at the bottom
plate.

The interplay between the self-organized and the exogenous scales given by the ratio Eex /Eso is shown in Fig. 3
(black line). A ratio greater than 1 indicates that the thermal
b.c. strongly influence the convection patterning, leading to
a spectral peak at the forcing scale which is higher that the
self-organized one in the homogeneous case. In this case,
the external inhomogeneities reinforce the self-organized arrangement of the structures in the domain and the ascending
(descending) plumes tend to organize themselves and to
develop where the b.c. have positive (negative) values of temperature. Figure 3 shows that this occurs for kb = 0.5, 1, 1.5
under no-slip conditions and for kb = 0.5 in free-slip, all values that are close to the scale kso = 1.

The extent by which the external forcing is capable of
imposing its own scale on the flow can be seen considering the
ratio between the spectral values at the self-organized scale
for the nonhomogeneous and homogeneous cases Eb,so /Eso
(compare the red and black lines in Fig. 3). When this ratio is
below or equal to Eex /Eso the boundary anomalies are imposing their scale on the flow, while when Eb,so /Eso prevails, the
exogenous scale becomes negligible with respect to the selforganized one, suggesting clustering as in the homogeneous
case.
Figure 3 therefore shows that the nonuniform boundaries
are able to induce convective structures of size comparable
to the perturbation wavelength, and to localize them, only
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(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. 3D simulations: horizontal power spectra (normalized to unit variance and averaged over the vertical fluid column and times
τconv = 180 ÷ 220) of the no-slip kinetic energy E (k), plotted as functions of the horizontal wave number k for the cases kb = 0.25 (a),
kb = 0.5 (b), and kb = 3 (c). The spectrum for the homogeneous case (kb = 0) is shown with gray asterisks for reference. The spectral peak Eso
in the homogeneous case is marked with a red asterisk, while the spectral values (in the heterogeneous cases) corresponding to the exogenous
scale (Eex ) and self-organized scale (Eb,so ) are highlighted with a black and red circle, respectively.

when the scale of the forcing is sufficiently close to the selforganized one. Otherwise, the clustering of structures occurs
at the self-organized scale.
These findings are confirmed
also by the

 integral length
scale of the convection λI = [E (k)/k] dk/ E (k) dk, which
is a quantitative measure of the clustering scale based on the
depth-averaged kinetic energy spectra [24,25]. The mean λI ,
averaged from τconv = 40 (so that the initial transient phase
is neglected) to τconv = 220 (end of the simulations) for each
thermal heterogeneity, is shown in Fig. 4. Both under no-slip
and free-slip boundary conditions, we observe substantially
higher λI for wave numbers kb close to kso , because of their
capability to impose a new, larger, exogenous scale on the
convection, overcoming the self-organized one; instead, the
remaining cases exhibit a scale similar to that of the homogeneous case.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. 3D simulations: Eex /Eso (black line) and Eb,so /Eso (red
line), as functions of the b.c. wave numbers kb , for the no-slip (a) and
free-slip (b) cases.

FIG. 4. Time-averaged (τconv = 40 ÷ 220) integral scale λI of the
3D simulations. The horizontal dashed lines refer to λI when kb = 0,
for the no-slip (thick line) and the free-slip (thin line) cases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 5. Low-k part of the kinetic energy spectra (averaged over the vertical fluid column and times τconv = 180 ÷ 220) of the 2D no-slip
case kb = 3 (a) and 2D free-slip kb = 0.5 (b). The spectrum for the homogeneous case kb = 0 is shown with gray asterisks for reference. The
values Eso , Eex and Eb,so are marked with a red asterisk, a black and a red circle, respectively. Panels c and d show the two ratios Eex /Eso (black
line) and Eb,so /Eso (red line) as a function of the b.c. wave numbers kb , for all the no-slip (c) and free-slip (d) cases.

To verify further the capability of nonuniform boundaries
with kb close to kso to induce their own scale on the convection, we consider a two-dimensional systems characterized by
an aspect ratio equal to 32π (Table I). This choice allows
us the exploration of kb down to 0.0625, overcoming the
limit of small 3D domain dimensions. Moreover, we extend
the analysis to wave numbers kb = 5 and 6, to confirm that
high-frequency b.c. have no evident effect on the convection.
In terms of 2D patterning, we find a behavior similar to
that observed in the 3D case. In fact, three elements emerge.
First, the self-organized scale occurs both under uniform and
nonuniform boundaries. Second, nonhomogeneous boundary
temperatures, having intermediate values of kb , are able to
force the formation of structures around such heterogeneities,
exhibiting scales at the b.c. wavelength. Finally, the impact of external thermal perturbations weakens with growing
boundary wave number, resulting in a behavior of the system dominated by the self-organized scales, also observed

in the homogeneous case kb = 0. Representative vertical sections of the temperature, velocity and flux fields proving
these findings are reported in Fig. S5 of the Supplemental
Material [32].
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show two of the most representative
spectra E (k) obtained for the two-dimensional simulations,
where the exogenous peak Eex largely overcomes the selforganized one. All the other spectra are shown in Fig. S6 and
S7 of the Supplemental Material [32]. Having confirmed the
existence of the self-organized structures also in 2D, the interaction between the self-organized and the exogenous scales
is highlighted by the metric Eex /Eso , shown in Figs. 5(c)
and 5(d). A ratio Eex /Eso > 1—for which the b.c. affect the
convection patterning—here occurs for kb between 2 and 4
under no-slip conditions and for kb = 0.5 in free-slip. Such
pattern-inducing values of kb are around the self-organized
scales kso  3 [no-slip, red asterisk in Fig. 5(a)] and  0.8
[free-slip, Fig. 5(b)]. Otherwise, the clustering occurs at the
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values is possible and we expect that it is in this range that
the kb imposed by the boundary conditions will have a greater
impact on the flow. Further future exploration of a broader
range of σ and R values could be useful to explore this point.
Another relevant issue concerns the effects produced by the
thermal heterogeneities on the Nusselt number Nu. Figure 6
shows the time-averaged Nu as a function of the imposed kb :
both in 3D and in 2D [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively] the
convection is stronger in free-slip than in no-slip conditions.
However, the flow topology seems not consistently affected
by the temperature boundary anomalies, since their Nu is very
close to that found under homogeneous conditions (kb = 0).
The only exception emerges for the 2D free-slip forcing at
kb = 0.25 and 0.5, for which Nu is slightly lower than its mean
value. This is consistent with the spectral peak at a lower wave
number k = 0.5 in the kb = 0.5 case (see Fig. 5(b) and Fig. S2
in Ref. [32] for comparison) and the link between larger aspect
ratio of large-scale rolls and lower Nusselt number discussed
in Ref. [33].

(a)

(b)

IV. CONCLUSIONS
No-slip

Free-slip

FIG. 6. Time-averaged (τconv = 40 ÷ 220) Nusselt number Nu of
each analyzed case, for the 3D (a) and 2D (b) simulations. The noslip cases are marked by gray crosses, while the free-slip cases by
black dots.

self-organized scale, as highlighted by a greater ratio Eb,so /Eso
than Eex /Eso [Figs. 5(c)–5(d)].
The 2D cases confirm that—as already observed in 3D—
values of the imposed wave number kb significantly greater or
smaller than kso , produces no relevant impact on the convection: the only observed scale remains the self-organized one.
The exogenous scale prevails over the self-organized one only
when the nonhomogeneous boundaries are characterized by a
wave number kb close to kso .
The spectra allow us to capture another aspect: under
no-slip conditions the peak Eso occurs around the horizontal wave number k = 3 [red asterisk in Fig. 5(a)], while in
free-slip conditions the self-organized peak occurs at k 
0.8 [Fig. 5(b)]. This is in line with the results discussed in
Refs. [33,34] which analyzed the relationship between roll
number, Rayleigh and Prandtl number for stable 2D RB solutions, showing that in large aspect ratio domains multiple
stable states are possible. This also suggests that, at least
in 2D RB convection, a narrow range of possible stable kso
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